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About This Game

As a member of Delta Force — The Army's Elite, top secret special forces unit — the word 'impossible' is not in your
vocabulary. In Delta Force, you will conduct missions swiftly and silently, in every possible terrain, under every imaginable

condition and through unconventional means.
Features

Immersive environment consists of real-world effects, such as bridges that creak, insects that buzz, flocks of birds that
form and re-form, and fish that bite.

Watch your enemy's every move, listen for their approach then strike with brutal precision over the most heartbreaking
pieces of terrain the world has ever seen.

Play in either 1st or 3rd person across miles and miles of vast outdoor environments. Engage the enemy over
unprecedented distances.

Play over 40 gut-wrenching missions across five continents ranging from airfield takedowns in Central Asia to clearing
out S. American cartels to stopping Nuclear terrorism in Northern Russia.
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A great and interactive door opener for a war game industry that had a lot to learn from this one.
Even today its still interactive and if they remaster it, I would defently buy it.. Call me old school or just old but for some reason
I still love this game.
Yes, it looks like its rendered through a potato but its still better than twilight.. Sniping from a mountain #classic. old but dam it
has actually very good gameplay and it works on windows 10. This is recommend but only if you are looking for a retro tactical
shooter,if you want a game that has polish or plays like a modern game then this is not for you.

With guns that dont really move have recoil or look real, and most shoot outs taking over 100 Meters away you will hardly feel
like you are in a battle.

But the gameplay is good,guns have real bullets that will fire and you can see them travel the game has 2 snipers 2 handguns and
3 full auto guns.

That being said the game is short and has only a handfull of levels that all take place in large boring fields.

If you want to play a good delta force game get 2 is has many many more levels and a handfull of more guns and now that you
can only get 1, 2, task force dagger and land warrior together you have little reason to play this game because you have 3 other
choices and they are all better.

But its retro and is so short that you might as well try it.

Works well on modern computers but has a few issues with starting up sometimes.

If it acts werid just restart your computer and try again,that being said if you cant play it then you wont be missing much
because the second game is just all around better.

So if you want to get the boot camp for the other 3 games then play this one if the other ones get boring.
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But if you want to get the boot camp for this game,dont its not worth it.

. It's ok considered it's age.. i bought this game for nostalgia. unfortunately it can't be fullscreen (there is a window frame
ALWAYS) plus it freezes after 30-40 minutes of gameplay. like.. completely. had to reboot my pc 3 times because of that.
not stable.
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The Delta Force Series games are wonderfully done and well laid out. With each game there are a bunch of missions to
complete and things to blow up. The graphics in these games are old school. The shooting in the games can get frustrating at
times because you might get headshot from a AI that you can't see. Just take each level slow and steady and for the most part
you can kill enemies really far away since there is no bullet drop. The missions can also get frustrating since if you fail
something in the mission you might be put right back at the beginning of the level and might rage quit because it was hard to get
to a certain point. Just remember quick save and save alot while playing to avoid frustration. The online portion of these games
are still alive, but you might have to go looking in some of these Delta Force games. Ive really enjoyed playing these classics
from beginning to end and I know you will too if you are a army buff and enjoy a good old fashion First Person Shooter.. Really
old game. The graphics are very pixelated. but it's still fun to play through the missons. Multiplayer is dead.
It still runs perfectly on Windows 10, which I find amazing.. Delta Force is a game about sniping across huge maps. It's a low
resolution game, so you're often picking out pixels in the distance. Every shot is a one hit kill, regardless of where you hit. Kill
all the enemies to complete the level. If this sounds appealing to you, you will love the entire Delta Force series.. Huge fan of
the classic delta force series. I played the Delta Force 2, Land Warrior, Delta Force Black Hawk Down and Delta Force extreme
which is the remake of the first game.

This is definitely a classic. I am huge old skool gamer fan. Delta Force defines what miltary FPS should be about. Everything
that happened in DELTA FORCE was based on the real life missions of today.

I am not fussed about the graphics as I honestly think its cool. I am starting to dislike COD. There is no real challenge in COD.

DELTA FORCE is where the combat is at.

10/10 for a kick♥♥♥♥♥game.

works well on my laptop. 9600m GT Nvidia graphics card with windows 7 32 bit,

KICK♥♥♥♥♥game. A MUST HAVE GAME.. Ahh, this was my very first "tactical shooter", if you can even call it that. Its a
very fun game. Classic imo. This is like a very scaled down Arma game. Oldschool and just plain fun. I have a blast when using
a sniper rifle.. GPREAHICS RPAGHAIDS AGDAS0JGW9I2109U2109I0-31201322. loop x1000 while playing for maximum
effect
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SQUeQOIlcDM. The game succeeds at creating an outdoor military experience that is fun
and immersive. The five single-player campaigns are still fun to play. Multiplayer was a real blast back in the day, even with the
extreme lag due to everyone playing on dialup modems.

The game engine can render infinite maps with long draw distances while maintaining smooth performance. There are different
landscapes including deserts, grasslands, and winter mountains, while day, night, and evening missions add variety to the
lighting. It's a unique graphic style that works, and I still consider it to be a visually pleasing game.. The Delta Force series was
ahead of its time, sleek, user friendly and loads of fun. The best of em is BlackHawkDown.
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